College and Fall Opening Updates:
- Continuing to monitor COVID-19 case trends and weighing multiple contingency plans, with decisions for fall semester to be made by August 3.
- Pledge implementation meeting to be held today.
- Waiting on approval of Code of Conduct addendum on off-campus social gatherings over 10 people.
- President Hsu will be sending message on his expectations for students living in the community.
- CDC guidelines for quarantine may be changing from 7 after possible exposure to as long as 24 days.
- Weeks of Welcome and Res. Life will partner on distribution of student masks/hand sanitizer (will need volunteers).
- Ongoing meetings with Academic Affairs Committee on the number of online courses available (currently 27%) and addressing acceptance of COVID-19 related absences.

August 10 Salute:
- Videos due July 29 to Holly Meadow from division staff with Work From Home experience theme and from SALT with Appreciation theme.

Student Activity Fee Budgets:
- Recent initial distribution, hopefully with a later review of requests for additional programming funds.

Frequency of SALT Meetings:
- Consensus to keep 11:00-12:00 weekly meetings for summer; will work around another conflicting meeting by altering time to 11:30-12:00 on these dates: July 30, August 13.

Faculty/Staff Town Hall Reinder: Today at 2:00

Questions/Needs: (Re: COVID-19)
- Need guidance on surface cleaning; do departments need to purchase sanitizing supplies; what is plan for ABM sanitizing?
- Are there limits on persons in rooms and lavatories? Christine to share template for room posting.
- Limit of $250 credit card purchases can be lifted by requesting through email to Cynthia Washington.

Tom DiLorenzo Memorial:
- In response to the tragic death of Provost Suzanne Austin’s husband, Tom DiLorenzo, we hope to be helpful and responsive to the needs of Suzanne and her colleagues, all of Academic Affairs. We are grateful that our Cougar Pantry is one of the places designated for memorial contributions by the Austin and DiLorenzo families.